
Honoring Blood with the Lunar-Psyche
 

It is well known that the Moon and women's bleeding are intimately connected. In our modern era this
does not change; it is still our responsibility as women to learn about and honor our menstrual cycles as
mystical, life-giving portals of transformation. Historically it is believed that women would cycle with
the Dark Moon phase - it is a natural way of cycling with Lunar energy, but it is not the only way.
 

Following when and where your menstruation starts within the Lunar-Psyche cycle can help you
understand and work with the experiences you're having in that particular bleeding phase. For
example, if you begin menstruation on Day 7 of the Lunar cycle, you are starting to bleed at the
juncture of CHILD in the wheel of the moon's phases. This means you will most likely bleed through to
the next phase of MAIDEN, and so will then anchor new energy into your Maiden aspect of Self.
 

The first day of bleeding, and the last day, signify the entry and exit points into the portal of each
menstruation experience. As you track your menstruation entry & exit points every month with the
Lunar-Psyche cycle, over time you may notice how you had particular transformational experiences
related to the archetypal phase of Luna's cycle present when you were bleeding.
 

The reflection available from the Lunar-Psyche can be extremely valuable in understanding how to
handle your bleeding that month and the soul growth you are embodying through different
experiences of menstruation. This self-awareness can help inform what you give to yourself and what
you request of others, the food and herbs you choose to support your cycle, and the rituals you select
for that bleeding time.
 

Weaving fate
Supreme opportunities for Soulful experiencing abound during the time of menstruation. There is a
saying that at First Blood a woman EMBRACES her power, through her Menstruating years she
PRACTICES it, and at Menopause she BECOMES her power. Seen in this way, it is another reminder of
the responsibility we have to ourselves and to the people we care about in life to practice our feminine
powers diligently and with due respect to the sacred circle of life.
 

This may mean to change your stance about certain issues and experiences to find more positivity that
will feed you, being more open-minded, and sometimes more practical. Whatever the difficult emotions
that we need to face, we can be sure that it is a part of the journey, not a diversion from it.
 

As women we get to practice our Magic in cycles and seasons, each one building into & onto the last.
We are creatures of Time and so is our magic. Our abilities to work energy within is the spiritual
backbone of who we are as Woman, alive and vital in the Feminine Yin realms. We work through our
feelings, our breath - it is as effortless as being in the moment. 
 

The Yoni-Womb is meant to be the creative fountain of our spiritual embodiment in the physical. The
lives we are crafting are interwoven with many layers of experience and meaning, and we need
templates to keep coming back to in order to uphold standards and follow the wise ways of root
lineages. For women, the Yoni-Womb is where we create and store Root energy in the body, and where
we receive this energy through. Tending to this gateway of sacred being is the joy-filled responsibility
of Woman, and her reward is to bathe in spiritual bliss as her life becomes more fruitful and she grows
satisfied.



BABE-CHILD-MAIDEN-MOTHER-WILDWOMAN-ENCHANTRESS-CRONE-DEATH&REBIRTH

 
It is the story of your own Feminine psyche, as old as time Herself. Together we will look at the organic,
embodied experience of what Time really is and how we create it and are supported by it. By honing
our inner-eye perceptions, we come to see the World as a weaving of many relationships. From there
we attune with the Lunar-Psyche - energies that form the very essence of our ways as womankind.
 

 

ON BEING WHOLE
You hold the keys to the Feminine experiences of Soul in your womb, your crown-chakra, your Heart
and your Root. The more you get familiar with the pulsing, pumping, heart-pounding and visceral
transformational experiences of Feminine being, the more you can stand in your center as change
meets you on the path. Shakti/Yin/the Feminine holds so much of our realities together - creating what
we need and bringing that forth into the world. Being Feminine is not an experience of set&forget - it is
a life-long, moment-to-moment process of weaving and unfolding that continues to grow and change
over our whole lifetimes and beyond. It is a great blessing to live and experience the deep aspects of Yin
Femininity and to treat ourselves with the honor and respect we deserve as embodied feminine beings.
 

Spending time to work on your weavings and stories of Self, with the support of Luna and her
archetypes, will bring you into higher forms of harmony, organically. It's worth it! The Moon takes a
wide source of inspiration and draws it all together to help us make sense of the World within. She
supports us to strengthen the clarity of our in-born wisdom and accept the paths our Souls desire to
take. This is a pleasurable aspect of living as Soul - the artforms of Self we create through our weavings
speak of who we are, and what we wish for the World.
 

By working with the Earth's primordial energies that support all life, and with her sister Moon, we
receive the encouragement we need to open to fresh inspiration even when we don't *think* we can see
a way forward. Senses that are attuned to subtle changes of Lunar & Earth energy flows are able to
hold space for more intricate stories to emerge in the complex landscapes of personal and collective
psychic fields. Richer fields are created when we seed the insights of a broad range of Archetypes into
the mix, and allow those that speak to us to do so in organic timing.
 

The Lunar cycle and the Earth's seasonal rhythms are 2 of the core sources of tangible energy that we
rely on for physical presencing as well as Soulful change - helping us to know that fresh energy and
opportunities for change will always arise. By knowing this we become better able to hold ourselves in
the dance of life, and in partnership with Life as co-creators.
 

The Lunar-Psyche matrix of archetypes speak to the deep ancestral knowing in our bones, and to the
watery wisdom of the womb. The journey we will take through the inner realms has a flow and
rhythm of its own - one that you will instinctively tap into as we receive this wisdom together. By
absorbing the unique qualities of each feminine archetype over the course of many Lunar cycles, you
will come to understand yourself as Woman far more deeply; trusting your own inner guidance system
more fully as you apply the Luna-Psyche insights to your own experiences and psychic landscapes.



 
There is a deep part of our intuition that works as an eye that sees in the darkness - it is a blind-
knowing, seeing the internal world through senses attuned to the sensitivities of soul wisdom.
Expanding this awareness with the tools of the Lunar-Psyche, you will come to learn so much about
yourself by listening to and understanding the finer points of your own mind, feeling into more juicy
and rare forms of your inner fire and magic, working to progress in life more tenderly, with deep care
and self-respect.
 

One of the most important aspects of the Lunar-Psyche program is that there is no need to step outside
of yourself in order to receive the wisdom that it holds. Understanding yourself as a changing woman,
with many aspects of identity throughout your life is, of course, entirely natural.
 

By attuning intimately with the continuous progression of the Babe-to-Crone lunar spiral, as
experienced daily in the Moon's waxe and wane of energies, we come to regard the flow of energy in all
areas of our lives - past, present and future - in reliable, grounded and cyclical ways. This is an artform
of higher culture - by charting change we become able to work through and with it in meaningful
ways.
 

You can use your Lunar-Psyche insights in a multitude of different ways as you move on and the
program completes. There are a range of ideas offered through the Lunar-Psyche Intensive and from
there your own creativity and intuitive sensing will guide you in how to use these practices long-term.
Following the Lunar cycle in delicate detail helps us tune into organic time and organic rhythms, and to
reflect on the relationship we have with the Moon in all her subtle glory. When we can see the Moon
as an ally in this way, we open the door to greater intimacy within the mystical, Yin experiences of the
world and, just like any relationship, our relationship with the Moon can grow more tender and filled
with meaning over time with the right attention and care. 
 

It is understood that women need support in order to grow & shine and be their best. It's a part of our
DNA as social creatures and it fuels our creative drives. Yet, underneath our need for support from
others, is a need for support from Life itself through the nurturance of Earth & Moon and the
nourishing cosmic energies of creation that form our realities. When we come into right relationship
with these organic, living systems, we open the ways for the deepest support we can imagine - from
Nature herself.
 

Just as planting baby seedlings requires preparation before expecting them to take root and grow well,
there is a need to lay energetic foundations in our lives to prepare for more emotionally nurturing
experiences and experiences to enter our perception. The Lunar-Psyche is designed to be such a tool
that will assist you to prepare yourself for more intimacy, more truth, more resilience and more
understanding in the emotional-spiritual axis that is a key component of fertility and personal
sovereignty.
 

What lies beneath the surface of our lives creates so much of what we experience day-to-day. You may
be more or less familiar with the hidden, internal parts of life... nevertheless this way of life is a practice
that must be maintained over time and continually explored from different angles in order to keep the
lifeblood flowing fresh within. With the Lunar-Psyche you are supported in this process.



APPLYING THE LUNAR-PSYCHE TO LIFE PHASES
 

As grown women, we come to the Lunar-Psyche differently according to the stage of life we are in.
There are multiple ways to read this for yourself in relation to the Moon phase archetypes. There is the
obvious age correlation, whereby the season of your life you're currently in corresponds approximately
to where your life age is reflected in the energy of the Moon cycle. 
As an approximate guide, consider the following:
 

 

Waxing Crescent - Babe Moon: 0-7
Waxing Quarter - Child Moon: 4-16 (usually 4-13)

Waxing Gibbous - Maiden Moon: 8-30 (usually 11-25)
Full Moon - Mother Moon: 24-50

Waning Gibbous - Wild Woman: 35-62
Waning Quarter - Enchantress: 42-70

Waning Crescent - Crone: 52-80 (ideally between 70-90+)
Dark Moon - Death&Rebirth: 78-110+ (as well as pre-conception)

 

 

As you can see, the age brackets are broad and vary according to a person's temperament, lifepath and
other factors including their Soul's evolution and stories in this life. There is no particular 'right' or
'wrong' way to move through the age phases, but there are more skillful ways of engaging with the
different archetypes and what they offer to us at particular times of physical and psychological
maturity.
 

Working with the Lunar-Psyche as it relates to our life path progression can be helpful in fleshing out a
fuller sense of identity. It is helpful too to look backwards from where we've come through the
archetypes and repair any holes or mistaken choices made in certain past periods of growth in our
lifelines.
 

Working with the progression of the Lunar-Psyche archetypal matrix encourages us to keep tending to
the relationships inside ourselves. This is an important part of how we amplify the positive in our
healing journeys and open to experiences of creativity and expansion. The richer we are on the inside,
the richer we feel in life in all ways.
 

 

EMOTIONAL CYCLES OF GROWTH
There are other correspondences we can make with the Lunar-Psyche that work to evolve our
emotional senses. Whether you are born an 'old soul' with lots of wisdom in your bones, or perhaps you
go through a whole lot of change and even trauma that becomes the catalyst for stripping back and
rebuilding your life, there are many factors that go towards creating the emotional landscapes of our
lives. Regarding big, raw emotional experiences as part of a cycle and a flow of changes may be helpful
in seeing how to continue evolving the stories around them.

 



If you do find yourself in a distinct period of emotion that feels really BIG and transformative, this
usually indicates that there is self-awareness to be gained. We need to process the major things that
happen in life to get through the challenges. Tracking your experiences can reveal how you have
moved emotionally with a particular issue, as major life stories tend to crop up in multiple parts of our
beings and our worldly reflections. Listening to the threads that connect the different parts of who we
are is how we create more flow to nourish the seeds of growth.
 

For example, if you have had a big shift happen in your life such as the death of a loved one, a divorce,
unexpected change of residence etc then you may have been traveling with the Moon of
Death&Rebirth as an archetypal phase of experiencing. The nature of a particular type of experience
will indicate what part of your Lunar-Psyche is/has been influenced during major life events.
 

After identifying an important life phase or experience within the Lunar-Psyche matrix, you can then
work to progress the situation energetically by intentionally & sensitively moving further around the
wheel with that experience, progressing the emotional information connected with that issue. The
emotional Self appreciates steadiness, regularity and supported inquiry which the Lunar rhythms
naturally offer - so drink in the wisdom that your own Lunar matrix reveals for you... and let your
dreamings, craftings, feelings and desires be moved by the greater turnings of the nurturing Yin forces
of our World.
 

 

Working with Lunar-Psyche Wisdom
The journey of integrating the Lunar-Psyche into your everyday life will hopefully be a
creative one, a means to express the many aspects of who you are and to claim parts of
yourself that may have been under-expressed or even suppressed.
 

As you make use of the archetypal Soul technologies shared in this program, it is important to do your
shadow work and continue positive healing practices as the view of who you are expands. We want to
integrate the qualities of the archetypes as they present for us in truth, not as we wish them to be. Also
be aware that each month is different, and certain highs or lows you may have in one complete cycle of
the Lunar-Psyche are likely to shift gears in the next.
 

The intent is to keep life energy moving and evolving, with the support of wisdom where it is naturally
gathered. Perhaps you will check in with yourself one day and realize you need a boost in a certain part
of your life - for example, a new beginning. So you will follow the moon's changing energies and see
where she holds this medicine for you. This is not to say that you will receive all new beginnings at the
1st cusp of the new moon - that is a common mistake made when people expect Lunar energies to
behave as human constructs - rational, ordered, logical, like a computer. This is not how Soul flows and
evolves!
 

We don't add this+that and expect outcome Z every time. There are no 2 moments that are ever the
same in the river of life, that is Universal Law. Learning to see the subtle realities that are moving for
you - what's coming up around the bend and what has passed, and then integrating this wisdom -
creates a deepening of value both personally and in your co-creations with the collective.

 



Suggested ways of working with the Lunar-Psyche archetypal matrix:
 
1) Regarding a particular phase of the moon or day in the cycle that you feel holds an archetypal energy
you want to strengthen - focus on rituals to support this strengthening throughout the month with a
peak of ritual at the exact phase/day's energy where it is supported in the Lunar-Psyche matrix. It may
take time (several months) to pinpoint exact points of opening for particular archetypes relevant to you
- this is part of deepening into sensitivity with the Moon, and keeps us motivated.
 

2) Threading your personal stories of Self with the archetypes to create more detailed perceptions of
self-awareness & to explore diverse modes of self-expression. You have the power to claim and embody
all of what the Lunar-Psyche holds. You will do great honor to yourself in claiming all of your
womanhood by tending to your holistic Feminine self in subtle and ongoing ways.
 

3) Select one of the Archetypes that calls to you most strongly at the start of a month, and then 'read' all
of the psychic information that comes to you over the course of that lunar cycle through the lense of
your chosen archetype. This practice can help to form new kinds of relationships within ourselves and
the different parts of who we are.
 

For example, choosing to journey with the Enchantress for an entire cycle... how does she relate and
interact with your Maiden self? Your Mother self? Your Death&Rebirth experiences?
 

4) Going 'freestyle' with the Goddess to see what is presented to you from the depths of your own
subconscious. Let the Moon and her archetypes inspire your emotional nature in new and unexpected
ways by holding space for spontaneous evolution to unfold.
 

5) Working with your strengths throughout every phase of a whole lunar cycle, or conversely your
weaknesses (or alternating between the 2). Sometimes we need the boost of positivity that focusing on
our strengths will give us, sometimes we need to get real and wade into the shadows. Eventually,
weaving our strengths and challenges together creates a more whole sense of Self.
 

6) Pinpoint an approximate timeline of where you are in the Lunar-Psyche in relation to your age and
current circumstances in life. For example, if you are 27 years old you can look at the Lunar-Psyche
matrix and feel where you are on the continuum between Child and Wild Woman. This would be
where a Woman of your age will most usually be. Another example: a 56 year-old woman who's
children have recently left home may be in late stage Wild Woman entering Enchantress, and so she is
receiving much initiation at this point of time into the ways and capacities of the Enchantress.
 

Once you have pinpointed your current key archetype relative to your age or a particular question of
emotional growth, you can use that Lunar-Psyche phase as an anchor for how you relate with all of the
archetypes throughout 1 or several cycles. You may also find other ways to hone in on your current
key  archetype... please share with the group what you create and discover through your practice!


